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Abstract 

Both the rapid growth of global economy and the rapid improvement in living 

conditions have witnessed an explosive requirement of foods that are rich of vitamin. 

Juice beverage, as one kind of these foods, is very popular among people of all ages due 

to its higher portability and easier preservability. However, there are many issues, such 

as a very low device utilization rate, a very long design period and an inflexible 

manufacturing process, by using the traditional juicing and filling production line. The 

introduction of virtual reality simulation technologies can not only detect bottlenecks of 

the production line during design period, but also process fruits according to seasons for 

improving the total efficiency of one single production line. In this paper, we combine 

customizable configuration and interactive control to design and implement a simulation 

system of juicing and filling production line based on the traditional client-server 

architecture. Practical applications show that the developed simulation system can not 

only shorten effectively the design period but also improve greatly the design quality. 

 

Keywords: customizable configuration, interactive control, juicing and filling 

production line, design period, client-server architecture 

 

1. Introduction  

There are many shortages existed in current mainstream production line, such as high 

manufacturing cost, high maintenance cost, long design period, low facility utilization, 

and non-modular. Due to limited funds, various fruit categories and fruit seasonality, most 

of small enterprises are unable to use the mainstream production line, requiring a small 

sized juicing and filling production line which could adapts modularly to customer 

requirements. 

In this paper, we try to solve above shortages by proposing a new virtual reality based 

multifunctional and modular design approach, which could take into account specific 

requirements of customers, and combine customizable configuration as well as interactive 

control to design and implement a simulation system of juicing and filling production line 

based on the traditional client-server architecture. 

Comparing to traditional design approaches, the proposed one could improve the 

success rate of the primary development and decrease the development cost by adopting 

simulation technologies and manufacturing data to model and analyze the design of the 

production line. 
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2. System Analysis and Design 
 

2.1. Requirements Analysis 

Based on the client-server architecture, the developed simulation system of juicing and 

filling production line should provide functions of application server, FTP server, 

database management and order management in the server and functions of customizable 

configurations and interactive controls by flexible and required simulations in the client. 

Besides, our simulation system should meet requirements of: 

(1) Parameterized customer requirements. From previous experience, most customers 

express their demands of configuration design for the production line either by spoken 

language or by other unprofessional ways. Thus, many discussions among customers and 

designers should be proceeded before final solutions, causing many restrictions. By 

introducing parameterized customer requirements, we can shorten the period of 

configuration design, measure required devices accurately and deal with the feedback 

information of customers in time. 

(2) Intuitive devices selection. In order to show intuitively device models and device 

parameters to our customers, we are required to guide customers to configure modularly 

the production line by means of knowledge reuse and to realize dynamic simulations of 

production line models. 

(3) Intelligent quotation system. During a traditional quotation process, estimators 

could assess the value of the production line, design layouts in detail and conduct a great 

deal of computation when they obtain technical drawings and are familiar with customer 

requirements, according to many attributes of production line device, such as appearance, 

structure, function, size and complexity. Traditional quotation approaches rely highly on 

experiences of estimators and are thus not suitable to novices. Based on the EON control, 

the proposed quotation system could provide efficient and intelligent interface to 

customers.  

(4) Modularized simulation system. We adopt modularized ideas to design key devices 

and virtual reality technologies to display intuitively key devices to customers. The final 

simulation system could meet well module restructuring requirements of our customers. 

 

2.2. Database Design 

As the role of requirements analysis, database design is also an important process. In 

this project, we use the Oracle database and construct 8 tables. 

(1) Customer requirements table: SZSCX_SER_CusRequirement, which is used to 

record requirement details of the production line from our customers. 

Table 1. Customer Requirements Table 

Field Name Data Type Description 

User_Name Text User name, such as Changyu Liu 

Config_Name Text Configuration name, such as pro_01 

Fruit_Type Number Fruit type, such as apple 

Container_Type Text Container type, such as glass 

Container_Volume Text Container volume, such as 22 ml 

Guanzhuang_Speed Number Filling speed, such as 10 per minute 

Guanzhuang_Error Number Filling error, such as 0.33 ml 

PreRequire_Price Number Expected price, such as $ 100, 000  

…… …… …… 

(2) Configuration results table: SZSCX_SER_ConfigResult, which is used to record 

configuration details of our customers.  
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Table 2. Configuration Results Table 

 

(3) Device parameters table: SZSCX_SER_DeviceParam, which is used to record 

parameters of devices in the production line, such as device types, production rate, device 

price and device error.  

Table 3. Device Parameters Table 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Device_Type Text Device type，such as pitting machine 

Device_ModelNum Text Device model number, such as XM-570 

Device_Speed Number Production rate, such as 10
6
 ml/h 

Device_Error Number Device error, such as 0.33 ml 

Device_Price Number Device price, such as $ 131, 400 

…… …… …… 

 

(4) Production line layout table: SZSCX_SER_ProLineLayout, which is used to record 

information about the layout of a configured production line that is determined by the 

fruit types.  

Table 4. Production Line Layout Table 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Fruit_ID Number Fruit ID, such as 1 

Tag_LineType Number  Where: 0-Juicing line, 1-Filling line 

Device_Type Text Device type，such as conveying belt 

…… …… …… 

 

(5) Fruit types table: SZSCX_FruitType. 

Table 5. Fruit Types Table 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Fruit_ID Number Fruit ID, such as 2 

Fruit_Type Text Fruit type, such as apple for ID 2 

…… …… …… 

 

(6) User information table: SZSCX_SER_USERINFO, which is used to record the 

registered users of our system. 

 

 

 

Field Name Data Type Description 

User_Name Text User name, such as Bin Lu 

Config_Name Text Configuration name, such as pro_02 

Device_Type Text Device type，such as filling machine 

Device_ModelNum Text Device model number, such as XM-521 

…… …… …… 
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Table 6. User Information Table 

Field Name Data Type Description 

User_Name Text User name, such as Huiling Li 

Password Text User password, such as password_1 

RoleID Text User role, such as administrators 

…… …… …… 

 

(7) Main order table: SZSCX_SER_Main_Order, which is used to record information 

of the receiver and the current status. 

Table 7. Main Order Table 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Order_Number Text Order ID, such as proline_2014_12345 

Receiver_Name Text Receiver name, such as Hongjun Wang 

Ship_Address Text Shipping address: such as 20 Virginia Court  

Pay_Method Text Payment method, such as online 

Ship_Method Text Shipping method, such as FedEx express 

Total_Price Number Total price, such as $ 432,100 

User_Name Text User name, such as user_1 

Order_Status Number where: 0-processing, 1-paid, 2-cancelled  

…… …… …… 

 

(8) Detailed order table: SZSCX_SER_Detail_Order, which is used to record details of 

selected commodities for each order. 

Table 8. Detailed Order Table 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Order_Number Text Order ID, such as proline_2014_54321 

Device_Type Text Device type，such as cracking machine 

Device_ModelNum Text Device model number, such as XM-123 

Device_Price Number Device price, such as $ 512, 000 

Device_Num Number Device number, such as 10 

…… …… …… 

 

3. Server Implementation 
 

3.1. Application Server 

Based on multi-tier distributed application services suite (MIDAS), C++ Builder could 

provide a mechanism for exchanging database information among client applications and 

server applications. For MIDAS based applications, the dynamic linking library 

MIDAS.DLL is used to manage the data of both clients and servers. 

There are three protocols for MIDAS based communications among clients and 

servers, which are DCOM, Windows sockets (TCP/IP) and HTTP. The corresponding 

C++ Builder controls for these three protocols are TDCOMConnection, 

TSocketConnection and TWebConnection. In this paper, we use TSocketConnection 

control for communications. Figure 1 shows TsocketConnection based communication 

principle. 
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Figure 1. Communication Principle of TsocketConnection based 
Applications by Using MIDAS Framework 

The Borland Socket Server, as shown in Figure 2, is a C++ Builder control that is 

developed by the Borland Corporation for TSocketConnection based applications. 

 

 

Figure 2. The Database Service Agent Application for Borland Socket 
Server  

Before connecting the server database, the client needs to call shell command to 

initialize scktsrvr.exe, which is a database service agent application for Borland Socket 

Server. Then, we can create a new application server by following steps: 

(1) Firstly, create and save a new project in C++ Builder. Secondly, click File|New on 

the main menu to open New Items dialog box. Thirdly, select the Remote Data Module on 

the Multitier page of the New Items dialog box, if we want to adopt above three protocols, 

which are DCOM, HTTP and Sockets, as our MIDAS based applications. 

(2) Add appropriate dataset controls to the Remote Data Module and set their attributes 

for accessing the database server. 

(3) For each dataset control in the Remote Data Module, add a TDataSetProvider 

control, which is used to process client requests and encapsulate communication data. 

(4) For each TDataSetProvider control, set their attributes, such as the Dataset attribute. 
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(5) Write application server codes to achieve required functions, such as event 

handling, service logic handling, data integrity check and data security check. Then, 

realize some other necessary interfaces of the application server. 

(6) Save, compile and register or install the application server. 

(7) If the DCOM protocol is not adopted in the application server, additional software 

must be installed to act the role of Remote Data Module for processing client requests.  

 

3.2. FTP Server 

For real situations, the client may want to use the newest model files of the production 

line, requiring the FTP model download service from the server. In this paper, we adopt 

the Serv-U software to construct our FTP server. As a subdirectory of the server, the root 

directory contains five subdirectories, which are a background pictures subdirectory 

CS_Graph for login interfaces of client application and server application, a EON model 

files subdirectory Device_Model for production line devices, a subdirectory 

Fruit_Glass_Graph for pictures of fruits and containers, a layout graph subdirectory 

Layout_Graph for the production line, and a process graph subdirectory ProcessGraph for 

system applications. 

 

3.3. Database Management 

C++ Builder has provided a total of four database management standards, which are 

the Borland Database Engine (BDE), ActiveX Data Object (ADO), dbExpress, and 

InterBase Express. In this paper, we use the ADO standard duo to its simplicity. 

Furthermore, we develop a convenient interface, as shown in Figure 3, to provide 

database management operations, such as database initialization and daily update 

management, of the fruit types table, the device parameters table and the production line 

layout table. 

 

 

Figure 3. Database Management 

3.4. Order Management 

For order management, we also develop an intuitive interface, as shown in Figure 4, to 

manage the order statuses, where we use 0-processing, 1-paid and 2-cancelled, and query 

required items by SQL Select sentences. 
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Figure 4. Order management 

 

4. Client Implementation 
 

4.1. Customizable Configuration 

 

4.1.1. Key Algorithms: One of the major contributions of the paper is the implementation 

of customizable configuration of the juicing and filling production line for our customers, 

with steps: 

(1) Create a new project, by click the menu File-->NewApplication on the C++ Builder 

integrated development environment (IDE). 

(2) Add related controls to the form editor of the new project, such as the 

ADOConnection control which is used to connect the database, and the ADOQuery 

control which is used to query related tables. 

(3) Connect to the database and read the device list. When customers enter the device 

selection system, details of all devices in the production line are displayed in tree 

structure. Specifically, connect to the database and select devices from 

SZSCX_DeviceParam table with Tag_ProLine=0 for juicing production line. The codes 

are as follows. 

 

m_pAdo->Connection = acLeMin; 

m_pAdo->SQL->Text = "Select * from SZSCX_DeviceParam where Tag_ProLine = 

0";            

m_pAdo->Active = true; 

ReadAndDisplay();  

 

Then, we define a ReadAndDisplay() function to read and display the selected devices. 

In the ReadAndDisplay() function, we declare firstly the root node and temporary node, 

and then add device details into the left tree structure by using if and for sentences. The 

codes of the ReadAndDisplay() function are as follows. 

 

rootNode = rtvMenuTree->Items->Item[0]; 

int count = m_pAdo->RecordCount; 

if (m_pAdo->RecordCount != 0) 

for (int i=1; i<=m_pAdo->RecordCount; ++i) 

{ 
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tempNode = rtvMenuTree->Items->AddChild(rootNode,m_pAdo-> 

FieldByName("Device_Type")->AsString); 

tempNode = rtvMenuTree->Items->AddChild(tempNode,m_pAdo-> 

FieldByName("Device_ModelNum")->AsString); 

} 

 

After this, we select devices from SZSCX_DeviceParam table with Tag_ProLine=1 for 

filling production line. Instead of the ReadAndDisplay() function, we define a 

GoAndMakeTree() function to connect to the SZSCX_FruitDeviceLayout table and add 

the device layout into the right tree structure. 

(4) Select the destination device and display its parameters and 3D EON model. When 

customers expend the above left tree structure, names and types of all devices are 

displayed. Besides, we use the following codes to display details of the selected devices in 

the center of the client interface, when customers click and select the required device. 

 

selectedNode = rtvMenuTree->Selected; 

if (selectedNode) 

{ 

m_pAdo->SQL->Text = "Select * from SZSCX_DeviceParam where  

Device_ModelNum = '"+ selectedNode->Text + "'";           

RzEdit->Text = m_pAdo->FieldByName("Device_Type")->AsString; 

} 

 

(5) Add selected devices to the right layout tree structure and save the current 

configuration. When the customers are satisfied with the parameters and the 3D model of 

the selected devices, they can add them to the current configuration by the on click event 

function, as 

 

selectedNode = rtvMenuTree->Selected  

for (int i=0; i<rtvLineLayout->Items->Count; ++i) 

{ 

if (selectedNode->Parent->Text!="Juicing"||selectedNode->Parent-

>Text!="Filling") 

                if (selectedNode->Parent->Text == rtvLineLayout->Items->Item[i]->Text) 

tempNode2=rtvLineLayout->Items->AddChild( rtvLineLayout->Items-

> 

Item[i],selectedNode-

>Text); 

} 

 

4.1.2. Implemented Interfaces: When customers log into the client simulation system 

and create a new configuration, a requirement configuration interface pops up, as shown 

in Figure 5. Firstly, the customer should type in a text format configuration name, choose 

the fruit type and the container type from paper container, metal container, glass container 

and plastic container. Secondly, the customer should input the container volume, filling 

speed, filling error and total expected price. Last, the customer either confirms or cancels 

this configuration. 
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Figure 5. Requirement Configuration Interface 

After the requirement configuration, the customer could enter in the device type 

selection interface, as shown in Figure 6. The left part of the figure shows the left tree 

structure which lists all the devices that meet the requirement configuration. When the 

customer clicks one device from the left tree structure, detailed parameters, such as name, 

type, price and error, of this selected device are displayed in the middle bottom of the 

interface, and its EON model will be displayed in the middle top of the interface. 

 

 

Figure 6. Device Type Selection Interface 

4.2. Interactive Control 

 

4.2.1. Key Algorithms: The other major contribution of the paper is the implementation 

of interactive control of the juicing and filling production line for our customers, which 

involves three aspects, as: 

(1) Use the EON control to display dynamically the 3D device model in the 

C++Builder application, as shown in the middle top of the Figure 6. Due to the limit 

space, we list only the key codes, as follows, where the FileExists() function is used to 

search the EON model file in the specified directory, according to the device name. 

 

if (!selectedNode->HasChildren)  
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{ 

if (!m_strEonFile.IsEmpty()) 

                ctrEon->Stop();      

m_strEonFile = selectedNode->Text + ".Eoz"; 

if(FileExists(ExtractFilePath(Application->ExeName) + "DeviceModel\\"  

+ m_strEonFile )) 

ctrEon->SimulationFile = ExtractFilePath(Application->ExeName)  

+ "DeviceModel\\"  + m_strEonFile;                       

ctrEon->Start(); 

} 

  

(2) Use the message passing mechanism to control the displayed 3D EON model. Since 

we start already the EON model in C++ Builder applications, the message passing 

mechanism of the EONX control, which encapsulates a large number of properties and 

methods, could be used to provide interactive simulations. Then, C++ Builder 

applications could communicate with EONX control by carrying out the following 

procedures, based on the provided methods. Firstly, create nodes of InEvent or OutEvent 

in the EON studio. Secondly, connect related InEvent nodes or OutEvent nodes, which is 

also called the route configuration of the EON studio platform. Last, add the OnEvent 

function of EONX control to C++Builder and monitor events in the InEvent function of 

EONX control. We list also only the key codes, as follows, 

 

void __fastcall TfrmNewConfig::ctrEonEvent(TObject *Sender, 

              BSTR bstrNodeName, Variant *pvarNodeValue)    // Monitor events 

{ 

if(bstrNodeName = = “OutEvent”) 

{ 

//…Monitoring and processing of OutEvent nodes of the EON studio 

platform 

} 

} 

 

(3) Show customers quotation results for their specified configurations. Firstly, 

computer the total filling speed, which is determined by the minimum speed of the 

devices in current configurations. The codes are: 

 

int Speed = 0; 

int m = m_pAdo->RecordCount; 

if(i==0||speed>StrToInt(m_pAdo->FieldByName("Produce_Speed")->AsString)) 

speed=StrToInt(m_pAdo->FieldByName("Produce_Speed")->AsString); 

RzEdit32->Text = IntToStr(speed); 

 

Secondly, compute the filling error, which is the sum of errors of all the devices n 

current configurations. The codes are: 

 

int Error = 0; 

int m = m_pAdo->RecordCount; 

ListItem->SubItems->Add(m_pAdo->FieldByName("Produce_Error ")->AsString); 

        Error+= StrToInt(m_pAdo->FieldByName("Produce_Error ")->AsString); 

RzEdit33->Text = IntToStr( Error); 

 

Last, compute the total price, which is the sum of prices of all he devices n current 

configurations. The codes are: 
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int price = 0; 

int m = m_pAdo->RecordCount; 

ListItem->SubItems->Add(m_pAdo->FieldByName("Device_Price")->AsString); 

        price+= StrToInt(m_pAdo->FieldByName("Device_Price")->AsString); 

RzEdit25->Text = IntToStr( price); 

 

4.2.2. Implemented Interfaces: Figure 7 shows the layout result of the production line 

by interactive controls on above device type selection interface, where the right tree 

structure is generated from the left tree structure by current configurations. 

 

 

Figure 7. Add Devices to the Layout of the Production Line 

It can be seen from this Figure 7 that the cracking and pitting machine XLL-2000 is 

already in the right layout tree. Once we select all needed devices from the left tree 

structure, we can then click the OK button to save current configuration and enter the 

quotation results interface, as shown in Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8. Quotation Results Interface 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we design and implement a client-server architecture based simulation 

system for the juicing and filling production line, where we describe requirements 

analysis and database design in the system analysis and design section, the application 

server, the FTP server, the database management and the order management in the server 

implementation section, the customizable configuration and the interactive control in the 

client implementation section. We also apply our simulation system to practical 

applications. The results show the effectiveness of our new approach for the design of the 

juicing and filling production line. 
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